Let Q be the ring of quotients of the/-ring R with respect to a positive hereditary torsion theory and suppose Q is a right/-ring. It is shown that if the finitely-generated right ideals of R are principal, then Q is an/-ring. Also, if Q R is injective, Q is an/ring if and only if its Jacobson radical is convex. Moreover, a class of po-rings is introduced (which includes the classes of commutative po-rings and right convex/-rings) over which Q(M) is an /-module for each/-module M.
Introduction
F. W. Anderson (1965) has given necessary and sufficient conditions for the maximal right quotient ring of an /-ring R to be an/-ring extension ofR, and Steinberg (1972c) has shown that one of Anderson's conditions describes when the injective hull of a nonsingular/-module M is an/-module extension of M. In his thesis, Georgoudis (1972) considered the analogous questions for the ring (module) of quotients Q of an /-ring (/-module) R with respect to a hereditary torsion theory, and similar characterizations were given. Also, see Bigard (1973) , Zaharoff (1977) and Steinberg (1978) . In this note one of the questions we are concerned with is whether or not Q is an/-ring extension of R provided Q R is an/-module extension of R R . If the finitely generated right ideals of R are principal this is the case, and if Q R is injective it is the case precisely when the Jacobson radical of Q is a convex ideal.
Throughout, all rings R will have an identity element and all modules will be right unital modules. A hereditary torsion theory for R is completely determined by its associated topology £/ of dense right ideals which consists of all right ideals D of R such that RD is torsion, or by its associated radical f, where t(M) consists of all elements of the module M which are annihilated by an element of C J. The module of quotients of M is given
where two /?-homomorphisms/and y are equivalent via the equivalence relation ĩ f they agree on some De£f. \jj; M -> Q(M) will denote the canonical map. Q{.\1) is characterized by the conditions: module (d-module) . An /-module is a p-module and a p-module is a d-module, and if R is directed a d-module is an /-module. An f-ring is an /-ring R that is embeddable in a product of totally ordered rings. Equivalently, R is an/ : ring if it is a right and left /-ring, that is, R R and R R are both /-modules. For x in the/module M. if we let x* = x v 0, x~ = ( -x) v 0 and x; -x* v x~.
[3]
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If £7 is a positive topology then the torsion submodule of each po-module M is a convex submodule (that is, 0 ^ x ^ y and 
Since t/>: K --»• Q(R)h an order preserving ring homomorphism it is clear that a pomodule over Q(R) is an /-module ord-module orp-moduleover R provided it is such an /-module over Q(R). Conversely, if Q{M) is a (/-module over R, then it is a dmodule over Q(R), and hence an / : module over Q(R)~ -Q(R) + , the largest directed subring of Q(R).
If, for the/module A/ K , Q(M) is an ^-/-module extension of ^(Mj, then M will be called a Df-module, and if Q(R) is an/-ring extension of the/ring R, then R will be called a Df-ring. Georgoudis' (1972) fact that the direct product of a family of torsion-free ^//-modules is a S/-module yields that it is also closed under direct sums. We also note that if Q is a right exact functor and N is a convex /-submodule of the ^/-module M, then M/N is a 2f- 
Moreover, the f-rinq R is a Qf-ring if and only if R R is a & f-module and satisfies:

Finiteness conditions
Other characterizations of a perfect topology are given in Stenstrom (1971), Theorem 13.1. Part of one of these is that a directed union of ^-closed modules is ^-closed. The next theorem, which generalizes Steinberg (1972c) Theorem 3.15, shows that the ^/-property is a local property. Recall that the polar of a subset X of the /-module M R is the convex /-submodule X' = {yeM: |y| A | x | = 0 for each xeX}. Conrad (1970) , p. 2.9). Now suppose that every principal convex /-submodule C R (g) is a ^/-module. If q>{M) is a totally ordered torsion-free homomorphic image of M, then cp(M) has this same property since Q is right exact. Moreover, since \jt(M) is a subdirect product of the<p(Af), if each <p(M) is a ^/-module, then so is M. Thus we may assume that M is totally ordered and torsion-free.
) ii{M) has the maximum condition on convex l-submodules. Then M is a 3f-module if and only if each principal convex l-submodule C R (g) is a Qfmodule.
PROOF. We first note that (b) implies that i/f(M) is embeddable in a finite product of totally ordered torsion-free modules. For if JV is a polar of ij/(M), then ij/(M)/N is torsion-free. Now the intersection of the maximal polars is 0, and if AT is a maximal polar, then I/J(M)/N is totally ordered (see
Let qeQ(M) and for each deD+ let 
But then M is a ^/-module by Theorem 2.
Bigard (1973), Proposition 8, has shown that if @ contains a cofinal subset of finitely generated right ideals (equivalently, each directed union of ^-closed modules is ^-closed, Stenstrom (1971), Proposition 12.2), then every torsion-free/-module is a subdirect product of totally ordered torsion-free/-modules. This is not true without this finiteness condition (see Steinberg (1972c) , Proposition 2.7).
Next we consider sufficient conditions for M to be a ^/-module if
Q(M) -M (X) R Q(R).
A prime subgroup of the /-group M is a convex /-subgroup N such that M/N is totally ordered. In an/-module a minimal prime sub-group is a submodule (Steinberg (1972a) , 1.1, or Conrad and Diem (1971) , 2.1). If xeM, then annx = {reR: xr = 0}.
THEOREM 4. Let 3 be a positive topology for thef-ring R, and assume that R R is a 3f-module. Suppose that the po-set of cyclic submodules of\jj(M) is directed, and that for each x e ij/(M)there is a minimal prime subgroup P ofR, such that ami x <= P. Then if Q(M) = M ® R Q(R), M is a &f module.
PROOF. Let {P 3 : aeA} be the collection of minimal prime subgroups of R, and let C, be the convex /-submodule of \p(M) generated by ij/(M)P :i . Take 0 < x e f ) C I , , and let fie A be such that annx s Pp. Since xeCp, x < zp for some z£i/^(M) + and pe Pp . Since Pp is a minimal prime subgroup, by Johnson and Kist (1962) , Theorem 6.5, there exists r e R + \ P p with p A r = 0. But then pr = 0 and so 0 < xr ^ zpr = 0.
Thus re Pp, which is impossible. So f] C^ = 0, and i/f(M) is a subdirect product of a family of/-modules {Nj}, where for each Nj there exists an a such that Nj is a totally ordered module over the totally ordered ring R a = R/P xLet q = X X , ® U , G M ® R Q{R), and take DeS and yeM with u t D<^ R and x ( ® 1 ={y®l)r i for each j . We note that in Example 3.7 of Steinberg (1972c) , there is an example of an/-module which satisfies the hypothesis of this theorem yet which is not a ^/-module.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700016530
In that example M R is simple, 3 is perfect and R is an /-ring that is not an/-ring, though Q(R) is an /-ring extension of ij/(R) = R.
Does (a) imply (d) in Theorem 2 ?
We continue to assume that Q is a positive topology for the directed po-ring R. It is unknown if a unital right/-ring is an/-ring. We suspect that if R R is a {//-module, then in fact, Q(R) is an/-ring. One reason for this is that in a unital right/-ring 1 = 0 . Thus, by Birkhoff and Pierce (1956) , p. 60, the identity \ x~ = 0 is satisfied, and hence the right/-ring Q(R) is very close to being an/-ring. In particular, by a result of Diem's (1968) it is an/-ring modulo its lower radical. Of course, the following two statements are equivalent:
1. A unital right/-ring is an/-ring. 2. If £r is a positive topology for the right/ : ring R and if R R is a (//-module, then R is a i/f-ring. We consider two special cases of this question. 
4( V A
An /-ring is called right convex if each of its right ideals is aconvex /-subgroup. Regular /-rings and left injective/-rings are right convex (Steinberg (1973) ). Georgoudis (1972) has shown that each/-module is a .9/-module ifR is an / : ring that is either commutative or right convex. Also, see Anderson (1965) and Steinberg (1973) . Henriksen(1977) , p. 407, has considered the following condition on an /-ring R.
(*) 0 s$ x ^ y 2 implies xeyR.
Let us call a po-ring a (**)-ring if it has the commutative property (**) 0 «S x sg y implies xy eyR
Note that all commutative po-rings, right convex /-rings and left /-rings satisfying Henriksen's condition are (**)-rings. 
Thus, again by Theorem 2, R is a £//-ring.
Note that the previous argument did not require R to be unital. So if R is a (**)-/-ring whose left annihilator is 0, then the maximal right quotient ring of R is an/-ring extension of R. Also if 9 contains a cofinal subset £ such that for each D e 6" the poset [dR + \deD + ] is directed above, then a similar argument gives the conclusion of the theorem. use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700016530
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